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Abstract The systematic review “movement” that has transformed medical journal reports of clinical trials and reviews of clinical trials has taken hold in public health, with the most recent milestone, the publication of the first edition of The Guide to Community Health Services in 2005. In this paper we define and distinguish current terms, point out important resources for systematic reviews, describe the impact of systematic review on the quality of primary studies and summaries of the evidence, and provide perspectives on the promise of systematic reviews for shaping the agenda for public health research. Several pitfalls are discussed, including a false sense of rigor implied by the terms “systematic review” and “meta-analysis” and substantial variation in the validity of claims that a particular intervention is “evidence based,” and the difficulty of translating conclusions from systematic reviews into public health advocacy and practice.

INTRODUCTION

If you are doing almost anything related to health care today, being “evidence based” is de rigueur. (93, p. 80)

In the past three decades, the science of systematic review has been an important and growing edge of research methods, with identified statistical techniques and experts (24, 32, 36, 42, 43, 47, 48, 84, 89), production centers (2, 16, 19), software (12, 19, 25, 63), quality standards (66, 69, 95), glossaries (19), and bodies of literature (3, 4, 18, 28, 29, 98, 106).

Caches of reviews, many regularly updated and available on the Internet (see examples above) have the potential to identify and speed the adoption of new practices. News and radio journalists have learned how to describe a systematic review or meta-analysis as a new study with new findings. Nomenclature has evolved over the years, “meta-evaluation,” “research synthesis,” “meta-analysis,” “integrative
review,” to what appears to be a relatively stable consensus of “systematic review” in medicine and public health as the generic name for the enterprise and “meta-analysis” for the subset of systematic reviews that combine data from individual primary studies and use specific statistical techniques. The distinctive terms used earlier signaled a break with the traditional literature review. With clearer understanding about the new approach, the simpler term suffices, with the modest modifier, systematic, summing up the difference.

In this paper we aim to provide balanced, if not encyclopedic or systematically derived, comments on the systematic review and public health, its achievements, promise, and pitfalls. Our experience as collaborators and individually is in systematic reviews and meta-analyses in clinical services, counseling and patient education, and complementary medicine; The Cochrane Collaboration; the U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality clinical guideline panels; and later, with evidence-based practice centers, the U.S. Clinical Preventive Services Task Force; the U.S. Community Preventive Services Task Force; the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention HIV/AIDS Prevention Research Synthesis Project; the Campbell Collaboration Social Welfare Review Group (which includes public health); and as trainers and teachers.

RATIONALITY FOR LITERATURE REVIEWS AS A SCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE

Recognition of the need to upgrade the standards for literature reviews arose in part because of the increasing difficulty of keeping up with the literature in one of the many fields undergoing a disorderly explosion of studies. For example, the problem presented by the exponential growth of research reports in the social sciences in the middle years of the twentieth century spurred Glass to coin the term “meta-analysis” in 1976 (37) for the work he and colleagues had undertaken on the relationship between class size and school achievement (39) and the effectiveness of various types of psychotherapy (90) and to follow it with the first comprehensive methods book for meta-analysis (38). The importance of “trustworthy accounts of past research . . . [as] a necessary condition for orderly knowledge building” (26, p. 9) was echoed by many other critics of the lack of rigor and scientific method in the traditional subjective literature review (25, 75). Critics noted that in the social sciences, for example, the substantial attention paid to validity issues in primary research was not matched by similar concern for the validity of review outcomes (26). Adding to the call for more orderly methods was the recognition that reviews are among the most frequently cited reports, and they can play a very influential role in the collective understanding of what is known (23, 25, 75).

Stated another way, “scientific subliteratures are cluttered with repeated studies of the same phenomena. Repetitive studies arise because investigators are unaware of what others are doing, because they are skeptical about the results of past studies, and/or because they wish to extend . . . previous findings . . . [yet even when strict
replication is attempted] results across studies are rarely identical at any high level of precision, even in the physical sciences...” (23, p. 4). "...[L]ocating and integrating separate research projects involves inferences as central to the validity of knowledge as the inferences involved in primary stud[i]es..." (26, p. 10).

Meanwhile, critical appraisal was directed to the traditional, idiosyncratic review with its implicit methods. For example, 50 review articles published in the four U.S. medical journals with circulations over 50,000 from June 1985 to June 1986 were rated on eight criteria. Although 40 of the 50 reviews stated a specific purpose, only 1 of the 50 clearly identified the sources and methods of citation search or described inclusion criteria; 43 made explicit reference to the strengths and weaknesses of the included studies, but only 1 described a standardized assessment of study quality; and, although 37 summarized relevant findings, in 12 cases it was not clear whether they had done so (74).

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS SHARE SIMILAR METHODS

All types of literature reviews can benefit from a systematic approach, with the exception perhaps of a review that aims to argue for a particular position and that would select evidence accordingly. Our specific focus here is the review with the goal of integrating empiric research for the purpose of generalizing from a group of studies. Implied in this goal is that the reviewer is also seeking to discover the limits of the generalizations. The corollary to this goal is to identify inconsistencies and account for variability in a group of similar-appearing studies (23, pp. 4–5).

One way to think about a systematic review is as analogous to a primary study. Thus, the steps are parallel for both a primary study and a systematic review:

1. Specify the study’s aims,
2. Set inclusion criteria for participants/evidence,
3. Design the recruitment/search strategy,
4. Screen potential participants/evidence against inclusion criteria,
5. Decide on measures and design the data collection protocol,
6. Select an appropriate metric to represent the magnitude of the findings and assess the likelihood that these findings could be the result of chance,
7. Collect the data/code the primary studies,
8. Analyze and display the data using appropriate methods, and
9. Draw conclusions based on the data and discuss alternate interpretations in view of the study’s strengths and limitations.

Not only is there similarity in the steps between a primary study and a systematic review, both are expected to report the methods used so that the process is “transparent” (in the language of management) or “replicable” (in the language
of scientific inquiry). Thus, primary studies are to systematic reviews as individual human participants are to primary studies; and the one difference therefore is the primary study’s investigators’ obligation to assure informed consent and other procedures to protect human participants.

Some individuals newly introduced to current recommendations for systematic review excuse themselves from following and documenting their steps, “because I am not doing a meta-analysis.” This is a misunderstanding of the transformation of standards for literature reviews. Although Glass used meta-analysis as a synonym for what we would now call a systematic review, the term has come to be reserved for systematic reviews that use specific statistical analyses (24, 63). Publication of an authoritative text for meta-analysis helped to define meta-analysis as a distinctive specialty within statistics (47). A survey of statistical publications that have defined meta-analysis is available elsewhere, but it is noteworthy that one example, over a century old, was from a public health application: In a 1904 publication, Karl Pearson reported having averaged estimates from five separate samples of the correlation between inoculation for typhoid fever and mortality to improve estimation of the typical effect of inoculation and to compare it with inoculation for other diseases (23, pp. 5–7).

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS MAY IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF PRIMARY STUDIES

The influence of reviewer frustration over incomplete and misleading abstracts and study reports has led to guidelines increasingly adopted by journal editors to improve the completeness and quality of reporting by authors of primary studies. Indirectly, increased awareness of what will need to be reported when the study is completed may influence choice of study methods, e.g., blinding of data collectors, reporting denominators and participation rates. Readers of the primary studies benefit from increased clarity; reviewers’ searches and coding can be more efficient and their classification of primary studies, more accurate. In addition, most of the several dozen quality scoring schemes, including that used by The Community Guide, are heavily weighted against incomplete reporting (54, 58, 69, 105, 107). These quality scoring systems also give priority to internal validity or the degree of confidence that should be placed on conclusions about causation. Although clearer reporting about the sample, setting, and time are helpful in determining the generalizability of the study conclusions, more emphasis on generalizability is still needed.

More Informative Abstracts and Study Reports

A maddening aspect of searching databases for study reports that meet a priori criteria is that many study abstracts do not allow a clear assessment of those criteria, for example criteria for type of intervention, study design, and outcome measures. The resources wasted retrieving study reports of unclear relevance gave
rise in 1987 to a proposal from the Ad Hoc Working Group on Critical Appraisal of the Medical Literature for changes in the format and content of abstracts to provide more information to readers and reviewers (“structured abstracts”) (1). This proposal was followed by an update with a glossary of methodologic terms, and call for full adoption of not only the headings but also the specific content desired under each heading (44). The Instructions for Authors section of the JAMA website is a convenient place to find the full directions (51). At the time of this writing, only the headings are required, with few or no suggestions for content, in the American Journal of Public Health and the American Journal of Preventive Medicine. Neither the American Journal of Epidemiology nor Health Education and Behavior requires a structured abstract, however.

Even more resources are spent needlessly by coders charged with determining relevant characteristics of a study from a published report. Completing a coding form such as that used by the U.S. Community Preventive Services Task Force staff for intervention trials requires two to three hours to code a single study (18, 107). Again, medical trials reviewers encountered the same problem and created standards for what is included in various types of journal articles. Chief among them is CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting of Controlled Randomized Trials (10) and its update (71, 97), followed by a proposed extension to cluster randomized trials (35) and critiques of ethical and analytic issues in such trials (31, 77). A companion document with an explanation of each item on the CONSORT checklist, evidence of its importance, and examples of how to word the text is an excellent resource for editors, reviewers, and authors (5). Public health reviewers working in HIV/AIDS behavioral and social intervention research interpreted CONSORT for reporting non-RCTs—TREND: Transparency in Reporting of Evaluations from Trials with Non-randomized Designs (30). A few months later, when the editors of Annals of Behavioral Medicine announced they had endorsed TREND, they noted that their journal was one of 153 medical, clinical, and psychological journals to have adopted the CONSORT guidelines (55).

Another group to join the effort to improve reporting encompasses researchers interested in behavioral services and interventions for community health. The evidence-based practice committee of the Society for Behavioral Medicine (SBM) adapted CONSORT for behavioral medicine (28, 56). Important additions focused on the intervention-content/elements (What was the content of the intervention and how was it delivered? e.g., oral communication), provider (Who delivered it?), format (What were the method(s) of administration? e.g., individual, group), setting (Where and when was it delivered?), recipient (e.g., an agent such as a parent versus the ultimate target of the intervention), intensity (number of contacts and total contact time), duration (total time period and spacing), and fidelity of actual delivery and method of monitoring (102a). The SBM authors endorsed the requirement by CONSORT that denominators be reported for recruitment and analysis but they added the requirement that authors include an explicit discussion of the generalizability of the findings. Further, in several articles and in a letter
regarding the TREND statement (31a), authors associated with a dissemination-oriented evaluation framework known as “RE-AIM” (Reach, Efficacy, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance) (36c) recommended that researchers, funding organizations, and reviewers change the usual sequence of efficacy to effectiveness studies by emphasizing earlier identification of moderating variables and explicit reporting and considerations of external validity (36a, 36b, 36d). Thus, it is expected that reporting requirements will undergo further shaping to respond to the complexities of behavioral and public health interventions.

**Emphasis on Effect Magnitude (Effect Size) and Precision (Confidence Intervals)**

The most elusive information in intervention study reports is information about the effect size or even the information needed to calculate an effect size and confidence interval. Systematic review in general, and meta-analysis in particular, have been shifting the emphasis in primary studies and in evidence tables in reviews away from statistical significance to effect sizes and confidence intervals. This benefits readers of primary studies as well as reviewers and readers of reviews. Two erroneous conclusions are frequently made based on p-values alone: (a) that \( p \geq 0.05 \) indicates no effect and (b) \( p < 0.05 \) indicates an effect of significant magnitude (86). But, of course, statistical significance is influenced by both the magnitude and strength of the relationship and the sample size. Therefore an “effect size” is needed to interpret whether the results from significance tests are meaningful to practice (20).

In writing about statistical analysis in the *American Journal of Public Health*, the editors advised, “Whenever feasible, authors should provide estimates of central tendency ... along with appropriate indicators of measurement error or uncertainty, such as confidence intervals.” Further, they “...favor the provision of data in forms that enable comparisons with other studies, for instance, statistics in a form suitable for combining in a meta-analysis ...” (80). The notions of reporting comparable measures and of enabling one’s study to be included in meta-analyses are increasingly found in authors’ instructions. Another example of an influential group that has strengthened the call for reporting effect sizes comes from the fifth edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, which states, “Neither of the two types of probability value directly reflects the magnitude of an effect or the strength of a relationship. For the reader to fully understand the importance of your findings, it is almost always necessary to include some index of effect size or strength of relationship...” (6, p. 25). Guidance for authors of primary studies to achieve this aim is increasingly available (17, 27, 36, 41, 85, 99, 100). When study reports do not include effect size measures, various formulas can be used to estimate the effect size from other information provided (e.g., means, standard deviations, cell sizes) (36, 49, 57, 63), and more recently, Web-based or Excel-based calculators have been available from the Internet.
META-ANALYSIS INCREASES POWER TO DETECT AN EFFECT, ALTHOUGH AS YET IT DOES NOT FULLY USE AVAILABLE INFORMATION

Systematic review, and meta-analysis specifically, is generally recognized today as superior to the traditional literature where the review’s conclusion was based on a “vote count.” In a vote count approach, the reviewer would sort studies into categories—“negative and significant,” “positive and significant,” and “statistically nonsignificant”—and declare the modal category “the winner” (46). Reviewers have generally adopted a more conservative cut point, such as three fourths majority, but more than 25 years ago, statisticians Hedges & Olkin demonstrated that “the use of any such fraction is a poor practice” (46, p. 360) and that “surprisingly, the power of this procedure decreases as the number of studies increases” (46, p. 359). They suggested alternate methods, such as counting positive results not as a decision procedure (“The intervention is effective or not”) but as an estimation procedure for which a confidence interval can be calculated. Meta-analysis has long been cited for increasing statistical power by reducing the standard error of the weighted average effect size (with the resulting effect of producing a narrower confidence interval increasing the likelihood of detecting nonzero population effects) (21). This increased statistical power affords a more efficient use of existing studies, and may provide sufficient evidence of an important population effect without having to conduct another study.

The cumulative meta-analysis offers efficient use of studies as they become available. This is a process whereby the systematic review/meta-analysis is updated with each additional study providing a “revised” estimate that is cumulative over time as new studies appear. This is an essential feature of The Cochrane and Campbell Collaborations whereby reviewers are required to keep their reviews current as new studies are identified. Far more important than keeping the review up to date is the notion that once the evidence sufficiently suggests an important population effect, then there is no longer a need to continue to fund similar studies; the example most often cited is one where a cumulative meta-analysis been in progress, intravenous streptokinase would have been shown to be life saving almost 20 years before its submission to an approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (74, 75).

Early users of meta-analysis alarmed statisticians and others by blithely including many effect sizes from a much smaller number of primary studies in estimating summary effects. Multiple treatment arms compared to a single control or comparison group, multiple measures as endpoints for each study participant, and multiple follow-up times for each measure can create numerous outcomes for a single study. Some reviewers recognized the problem of these correlated effects (72) not addressed in the early statistical texts, e.g., Hedges & Olkin (46, 47). The one case solved relatively early depended on sets of studies testing the same combinations of treatment arms—an ideal case with little or no application
in public health studies. Usual practice has been to select a single study arm (e.g.,
the one hypothesized to be the most effective), a single time for the follow-up
measure (e.g., the modal time for the group of studies or the first follow-up), and a
single measure for an outcome construct of interest or to pool the measures of the
construct for the particular follow-up time and selected study arm. This left out
a lot of potentially useful information contained in a study that had already been
located, screened, and coded! By the 1990s some statistical (regression) solutions
had been introduced, although these have limitations and have not made their way
into everyday use (40).

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS INSPIRE NEW RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

Emphasis on the validity of review methods has given rise to a whole new liter-
ature of empiric studies on such questions as the sensitivity and specificity of
various search techniques, the reliability and validity of coding procedures, includ-
ing the assessment of study quality. Statistical methods of meta-analysis have also
been advanced. The growth of this literature has been spurred by the availability
of datasets of primary studies collected for meta-analysis and other systematic
reviews, the newfound importance of knowing whether resources for particular
tasks are justified, and the natural curiosity of reviewers and their colleagues from
information sciences, measurement, statistics, and other disciplines. In addition,
emphasis in meta-analysis on sensitivity analyses has helped to emphasize the
comparison of review outcomes under alternative assumptions.

Empiric Work on Review Methods

Numerous questions have been addressed, an illustration of what is popularly
known as “publication bias,” referring to the publication (or nonpublication) of
research findings, depending on the nature and direction of the results (33, 34).
Investigators researching this within The Cochrane Collaboration have provided
finer definitions in which publication bias is viewed as being a member of a group
of biases labeled “reporting bias.” These are characterized as follows: Statisti-
cally significant, “positive” results are (a) more likely to be published (publica-
tion bias), (b) more likely to be published rapidly (time lag bias), (c) more
likely to be published in English (language bias), (d) more likely to be pub-
lished more than once (multiple publication bias), and (e) more likely to be
cited by others (citation bias) (19, 96). Concern for such bias in systematic re-
views has led to more sophisticated search standards and attention to search
techniques for the “fugitive literature,” e.g., Rosenthal (82) and the develop-
ment of statistical and visual tools for estimating bias (9, 11, 83). Calls for reg-
istration of drug and other clinical trials using clinical trials registries such as
The Cochrane Central Registry of Controlled Trials, which began as a registry
of obstetrics trials (19), and other biomedical registries that have been developed, for example, http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ by the National Library of Science and Federal Drug Administration (78). The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors now excludes unregistered trials from consideration for publication (29a). This should help provide a denominator of trials conducted on particular research topics and therefore help offset publication bias. Having main outcomes and study questions available when reviewing a study report would also reduce “fishing” and reporting of secondary outcomes as primary—a problem in several areas of behavioral research related to public health (for example, see 73).

Another topic pertinent to searches is language of the primary study. Thus, questions included, What is the reporting quality of primary studies reported in languages other than English compared to English-language publications? Answer: equally poor (67), and Do study outcomes of language restricted trials differ from language inclusive trials? Answer: no difference in some cases (65, 69), and in other cases, it depends on the topic of study (34). For example, authors of a meta-analysis of trials of an herbal treatment noted, “If we had restricted our literature search to English language publications, as often done in meta-analyses, we would not have identified a single trial in our initial search...” (61, p. 256). In public health applications restriction of language to English and setting to the United States would more often be justified because of the confounding of language with setting and population, and indeed, it is the case with Community Guide reviews. It would be hoped, however, that such questions might be approached empirically as well as conceptually.

Blinding of coders of primary studies to the journal and authors’ identities has been suggested as a precaution against coder bias, largely on the basis of its tradition in clinical trials, and then based on results of experiments with blinded and unblended coders. Such an experiment reported in 1996 with medical trials indicated that blinded assessments produced significantly lower and more consistent scores on ratings of study quality indicators (50). Thus, JAMA instructions to authors of systematic reviews and meta-analyses require describing whether coding was blind or open (51).

Empiric Work on the Impact of Study Features

Studies such as those discussed here as examples of empiric research on the relative influence of study features on study outcomes are producing valuable information for the design of primary studies as well as advice for meta-analysis. To illustrate, much discussion among meta-analysts and other systematic reviewers has concerned the wisdom of adhering rigidly to randomized designs as the unique indicator of study quality. The medical trials community has been relatively rigid in this regard, whereas public health reviewers and their advisory groups have argued for more inclusive criteria for study design, such as categorizing nonrandomized trials with concurrent comparison groups and cluster designs together with individual and cluster randomized designs, in the highest quality design category (14).
For *The Community Guide* reviews, study design is further evaluated using a score for “quality of execution,” a multi-indicator score representing several types of validity (22, 88) and with few design elements having been subjected to empiric verification. In the mid-1990s, a review of schema in use for scoring the quality of randomized clinical trials identified 25 scales and 9 checklists with diverse emphases, lack of empiric support for the scoring components, and general lack of psychometric assessment (68). Further, application of the various scoring schemes resulted in different conclusions (54). From this research emerged a second generation of scoring instruments, e.g., the Jadad score (50) now widely used for scoring medical RCTs based on the presence and conduct of random assignment, presence and conduct of double blinding, and whether withdrawals and dropouts were described. (An intention-to-treat analysis is not a scoring point, although it is often an additional study feature—intention-to-treat analysis, yes or no—in looking at the influence of study quality on outcomes.)

This attention to scoring has not been duplicated in public health applications, although it is hoped that wider discussion of methods of the *Community Guide* (14) and the HIV/AIDS Prevention Research Synthesis (92) may lead to such advances. In the meantime, the other approach has been to treat design features as individual variables to be investigated through stratified analyses or ideally, through meta-regression that allows focus on the often highly correlated study features most relevant to the particular set of studies. A stratified approach was used in the HIV/AIDS Prevention Research Synthesis (53) because of small numbers of studies on sex behavior risk reduction in some population strata [drug users, 33 studies (87); sexually experienced youth, 16 studies (73); heterosexual adults, 14 studies (79); and men who have sex with men, 9 studies (52)], for the overall study methods of interest (e.g., random versus nonrandom assignment in these controlled studies), as well as methods unique to the population stratum (e.g., cluster assignment with analysis at the individual level in the youth studies).

Elsewhere, in a secondary analysis of over 100 meta-analyses from psychology, behavioral interventions, and educational treatments, investigators found substantial variability in outcome across the primary studies within a typical meta-analysis (103). They estimated and compared the relative effects of treatment, respondent, measurement, and study design characteristics on this variance and found that the percent associated with substantive features of the intervention (treatment type, intensity/duration of treatment, respondent features, and the outcome construct) was roughly the same as the percent of variance resulting from method characteristics (design type, comparison group type, sample size, and operationalization of the outcome construct). Only about 50% of the variance in effect size was attributable to the former, and it must compete with bias associated with study method (21%) as well as noise from sampling error (26%). As the authors put it, “the signal is relatively small and the random and nonrandom noise is relatively large” (103, p. 424). They went on to interpret their findings to mean that a “single study will not typically provide a trustworthy indication of the effectiveness of a particular treatment” (103, p. 424) and a relatively underexamined
study design feature—operationalization of the outcome variable—is as important as study design (controlled studies, whether randomized or not, had comparable impact compared to single group studies).

Statistical Advances in Meta-Analysis

With funding and attention to the needs of reviewers tackling difficult (i.e., most) sets of studies with disparate outcomes, new statistical techniques are making the task easier. For example, a problem affecting many behavior change studies is identifying an effect measure that can be compared across studies and combined. In some HIV/AIDS prevention studies, outcomes were measured on a continuous scale, e.g., percent of time a condom is used, whereas in others, a dichotomous measure was used, e.g., whether a condom was used in the respondent’s most recent episode of sex. In the former studies, the most natural effect size for the mean and standard deviations is a standardized mean difference, and in the latter studies, the natural effect size for a $2 \times 2$ contingency table is the odds ratio (72, 73). Although the rates in the treatment and control groups “depend strongly on the cutpoint used to dichotomize the outcome, the odds ratio is almost independent of the cutpoint” (45, 46). Statisticians working on meta-analyses of screening and diagnostic tests had developed a useful connection between the two metrics, making it possible to enlarge the group of studies with comparable metrics (43).

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW HOLDS PROMISE TO INFORM POLICY, PRACTICE, AND RESEARCH, ALTHOUGH PITFALLS AND CHALLENGES REMAIN

Varying Legitimacy of Claims of Being “Evidence-Based”

Even when it is not obligatory to do so, claiming to be “evidence based” conveys a measure of credibility nowadays that is valuable to have, observed two health care policy authors in a recent paper, “Evidence Based? Caveat Emptor!” (93, p. 80). Indeed, such claims for medicine, diagnostic tests, dentistry, mental health, nursing, physical therapy, alternative/complementary medicine, and numerous other health-care related maneuvers as well as discussions of methods appear to make up most of the 54 million hits using the Google search engine; one day later the number had grown to 54.1 million. With the current emphasis on methods of systematic reviews and meta-analysis, their growing importance in health policy and medical decision making, and the burgeoning empiric literature on review methods described above, tools for assessing the quality of systematic reviews and meta-analyses also have appeared, including proposals for more informative abstracts of review articles (76), caution about quality in meta-analyses of RCTs and the tendency of lower-quality meta-analyses to produce positive findings (70), guidelines for reading review articles (81), and standards for reporting reviews—QUOROM or QUality of Reporting of Meta-analyses of RCTs (66).
Completeness of reporting and quality of the review, although important, are not the only basis for judging the strength of a body of evidence, however (93). A recent review of 40 approaches to rating the strength of an overall body of evidence found only 8 met criteria set by experienced investigators at an evidence-based practice center (64)(101). These criteria are a mixture of quality indicators for conducting a systematic review (whether the approach used to identify potentially pertinent studies was comprehensive and unbiased and whether bias was avoided in evaluating, synthesizing, and interpreting available evidence) and the quality (internal validity of each study), quantity (e.g., the number of studies or aggregate sample size), consistency (the extent to which similar findings are reported in studies with comparable designs, including outcome measures and interventions), and coherence of evidence (do the findings make sense as a whole?). Nevertheless, subjectivity is still a factor in the decision about the relevance and quality of individual studies—because various questions underlie a practice recommendation, with each a link in a chain of evidence; and “opinion often fills in gaps in the evidence base related to a chain of reasoning that underlies a clinical guideline” (93, p. 84).

Thus, the systematic reviews conducted for The Community Guide can be compared using these criteria. To a varying extent, all of the considerations listed above are taken into account in assembling data for a recommendation. To begin with, areas for study are broad and not based on the usual “silos” found in public health funding. Thus, Guide topic areas have spanned risk behaviors (tobacco, nutrition, physical activity, and sexual behavior), specific health conditions (diabetes, vaccine-preventable diseases, motor vehicle occupant injury, cancer, violence, and oral health), and the environment (socio-cultural environment). A diverse group of experts is assembled to develop a logic framework for the broad area that is designed to represent all the ways in which the problem might be addressed [see, for example, interventions in the social environment to improve community health (7, p. 115)]. All Guide reviews of interventions within a topic area also produce specific analytic frameworks, reflecting a priori decisions about the outcomes that will be considered and how they are related to health outcomes (if they are not themselves health outcomes), including important benefits and harms, for example, the analytic framework used to conduct the systematic reviews of tenant-based rental assistance programs (7, p. 123). These frameworks were adopted from those used by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force as the principal organizational approach in developing recommendations for the Guide to Clinical Preventive Services (104). In reviews of both clinical and community interventions, the available studies arrayed along the links to display the chain of evidence typically have different studies and evidence of differing strength for the various links. It is here that more subjective judgments enter the process in making an overall recommendation, as described above (93).

The Community Guide reviews meet most best practices for systematic review, with the limitation of restricting included studies to published reports, but with unusual breadth in the sense of not restricting searches to the health and public
health literature. Because topics are inclusive of a broader view of public health, the review of the effects of tenant-based rental assistance programs (sufficient evidence of effectiveness) and mixed income housing (insufficient evidence of effectiveness), for example, included studies funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (7). Guide reviews use quantitative estimates of the effects, usually percentage-point improvement, but without confidence intervals or weighting study findings based on the precision of the point estimates. Thus, median percentage-point or percent change is the typical summary effect and without a confidence interval for the summary effect. Techniques for looking at consistency are also less sophisticated than meta-analysis. The tradeoff has been the ability to produce literally hundreds of reviews, despite serious deficiencies in reporting in the primary studies. The next generation of reviews will undoubtedly include more meta-analyses.

Additional considerations in translating a body of evidence to practice or policy are the applicability to diverse populations and settings, the balance between benefit and cost and benefit and harms (13, 14, 93, 104). In the case of The Community Guide, evidence for these considerations is frequently scarce. Most Guide recommendations are thought to apply to a broad range of populations and settings, but restricted samples and contexts among the primary studies cause some recommendations to be cast more narrowly, with further research recommended for other groups. Economic data are frequently missing from primary studies (13, 94), and postulated harms are understudied, with the result that some of these go on the research agenda and in other cases, recommendations are not directed to settings or populations where a plausible harm is more likely to occur (13).

Evidence-Based Public Health Policy and Practice

The promise of the evidence-based medicine and now evidence-based public health movements may not have the impact on practice and policy many believed they would or should—at least not initially. In the language of epidemiology, the generation of evidence (via primary studies and systematic reviews) may be necessary, but it is not sufficient to result in large-scale changes to practice and policy. For example, analysts commenting on the failure of adequate guideline uptake in medicine suggested that the traditional professional perspective of the clinician as sole decisionmaker has stood in the way of multifaceted implementation strategies that take the collaborative nature of medical work into consideration (97a).

Another response to the question, Why would evidence-based practice/policy resulting from an accumulation of evidence-based knowledge appear to have stalled? is that “researchers and policy makers operate in different contexts, motivated and constrained by different imperatives, differing world views and different priorities” (60, p.14). Health policy differs from evidence-based knowledge in that it is a set of competing rationalities (cultural, political and technical) with research (evidence) comprising only the technical rationality. As with systematic reviews, evidence-based public health policy and practice has considerable promise but
it will require hard work, conceptually and practically, if it is to realize its full potential.

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) evidence-based practice centers (2) were created to facilitate evidence-based health policy through their internal “review methods” that require “expert review panels” representing a range of expertise and interests (policy makers, consumers) in addition to the scientific/technical expertise. This approach, over time, could provide “nonscientists” a greater influence into the relevance factor of systematic reviews. The evidence report on chronic fatigue syndrome, for example, particularly in the decision “not to combine data,” was influenced greatly by the members of the expert panels who represented consumer and practitioner stakeholders (102). Even the process for selecting evidence review topics for the AHRQ evidence-based centers is strongly influenced by those outside the evidence-based sphere—policy makers, practitioners and consumer advocacy groups. More inclusive input also has been suggested for The Community Guide, one possibility for which would be expansion of the membership on consultation teams (12a).

Other perspectives are based on experience with the complex behavioral, educational, and social interventions that play an important role in public health. Such interventions are far more context dependent than those examined in medicine, and they do not lend themselves readily to currently used methods of systematic reviews (12a, 86a). Even thoughtful critics considering transferability of principles of evidence-based medicine to the design of an online course for medical education suggested that evidence be expanded to include “informal knowledge, practical wisdom, and shared representations of practice” (40b, p. 142). Green, a program planning methodologist with a strong community focus, pointed out gaps between best practices from systematic reviews and local practice, suggesting alternatives to or variations on evidence-based practice, including reviews that address questions about “best processes” (e.g., 71a); primary studies that are more participatory and focused on adaptation, implementation, and maintenance; more encouragement and guidance for users of reviews to do more local evaluation and self-monitoring; more systematic study of place, setting, and culture; and more use of tailoring processes and new technologies (40a). Several of these points are consistent with the RE-AIM recommendations discussed above under reporting guidelines.

More fundamentally skeptical observations on the gap between systematic reviews and practice outside of medicine were made by Lipsey, who pointed out that initiatives such as The Community Guide assume that programs conducted as demonstration projects under conditions that facilitate the research and frequently evaluated by the program developer will provide the same benefits in practice (62). And, he noted that as yet, we have “little evidence about the effects of taking research-based programs to scale in public health and related areas of mental health, education, welfare, and criminal justice” (62, p. 3). Research evaluating the impact on public health of programs based on Guide recommendations is needed to resolve these concerns.
Clarifying the Research Agenda

From the beginning of serious discussion about systematic review, the method was seen as having a major role to play in clarifying the gaps in available studies to define the next important research questions (59). This would be expected, in view of the chief use of literature reviews in introductions to research papers and grant proposals. The difference expected to come from a systematic review, however, was not only that it would be based on a more comprehensive view of the relevant literature and be more objective, but also that it would result in fewer statements about the findings being “mixed”—as a conclusion. Instead, systematic review is better suited to suggesting or testing hypotheses about the sources of variability in study findings. Thus, a gap in research based on a systematic review would be more likely to be introduced with the phrase, “findings are mixed.” Systematic review helps clarify the research agenda in several ways, including description of available studies; efforts to estimate the consistency, size, and precision of an intervention’s effect; and analyses of the relative effects of alternative interventions and combinations of interventions and interactions with settings and population groups.

Presentation of characteristics of studies assembled for the review using clearly described and thoughtful search methods and eligibility criteria can sometimes overturn “common wisdom” about what has been studied. In the case of the HIV/AIDS Prevention Research Synthesis, the team expected that intervention studies of men who have sex with men (MSMs) would be far more plentiful than studies of populations affected later in the epidemic, e.g., heterosexual adults or youth. Compared with 14 studies with injecting drug users and 16 studies with youth, however, the 9 studies of MSMs was, in the reviewers’ words, “striking,” and they called for more rigorous evaluations of HIV prevention efforts with MSM (52).

A more explicit and helpful standard of comparison than “common wisdom” can be found in The Community Guide methods, using the logic and analytic frameworks. Guide reviews provide both specific observations about public health research. Importantly, they also have made general statements about biases, stating that high-quality public health intervention studies have favored clinical treatment and individually oriented approaches with simpler and shorter-term interventions (15). The Community Guide approach leads to a research recommendation when findings about an intervention from primary studies are not sufficient in number and quality, are not consistent, or of sufficient magnitude. In the case of interventions with sufficient magnitude, but which have been tested on narrow populations and particular settings, research is often recommended to answer the generalizability questions. And, where there are plausible harms but no evidence, this becomes another recommendation for the research agenda. Although Guide methods do not provide the precision and sophistication of meta-analysis (62), there is attention directed to these issues using acceptable tools. Research recommendations are thus relatively consistent and useful. Guide methods do pay considerable attention to the basis for differences in study findings, and suggest hypotheses for exploration in
subsequent research. Formal meta-analyses also provide findings from exploratory analyses that suggest directions for future research.

CONCLUSIONS

Systematic reviews and meta-analysis have come to public health, and public health research and practice are already beginning to reflect new standards, new knowledge, and new opportunity. Much that has been developed in medicine has helped public health move ahead relatively quickly, and the first generation of systematic reviews and recommendations for public health are more holistic with regard to the information attempted to be gathered and with more attention to the practice community in public health, including population-based medical care.

Reporting standards, standards for conducting reviews, and the beginning of bodies of evidence on review methods and indicators of study quality are becoming available in public health, although a shortage of capacity—so far based primarily at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—and training in the methods of systematic review and meta-analysis is lagging. Resources for conducting reviews are not yet available on a scale to attract public health scientists. Use of evidence-based recommendations from The Community Guide is beginning to be encouraged in some requests for proposals, and also, use of study methods that would fit the “best evidence subset of the Community Guide.” In areas of community preventive services in which the Guide has completed a review, respondents are asked to justify the intervention they plan to develop or test against the Guide findings.

More clearly reported primary studies will benefit practitioners directly and indirectly, through more completed systematic reviews and meta-analyses—the result of less time spent coding individual primary studies. This protection against intentional or unintentional obfuscation by the authors of study reports should clarify the study’s conclusions and make it more likely that readers take away straightforward messages about the effectiveness, applicability, and cost-benefit ratio of particular interventions. Emphasis on effect sizes will begin to make the magnitude of study outcomes clearer and more easily compared. Further discussion of reporting standards by experts in behavioral sciences, public health, and dissemination is pushing the science further in the direction of more relevant evidence.

Claims of being “evidence-based” will continue to have variable legitimacy, but the quality of reviews, particularly from sources such as the CDC, should be improving. Application of standards for reviews will help to curb some of the weakest methods. In time, with more evidence and further use of meta-analysis, reviews should be able to test more specific interventions. Best practice or model programs “off the shelf” will continue to be needed by practitioners, even in the context of a systematic review (62) as, for example, the HIV Prevention Research Synthesis Project with meta-analyses and compendia of best practice (91). And, systematic intervention development techniques such as “intervention mapping”
should address selecting and adapting Guide recommendations and results from other systematic reviews.
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